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religion mental health and the latter and avoided delinquency to a greater ex
day saints edited by daniel K judd vol tent 159129 68

14 religious studies center specialized the weakest study examined sixsix homo
monograph series BYU religious stud-
ies

sexual mormonscormons and their feelings about
iesles center and bookcraft 1999 themselves others and god 179 214

although the findings were interesting
the role of religion inin psychology and the sample was too small and further

mental health has been a subject of much studies with broader sampling are needed
debate some studies assert that high reli-
giosity

for more reliable results
can lead to good mental health other investigations examined topics

and others assert that it may be a cause of such as LDS implications for religious
emotional disturbance daniel judd has lifestyles family sizesize marriage divorce
analyzed fifty eight studies and found and remarriage changing viewsviews of young
an overwhelming relationship between an mormonscormons toward african americans
individual religiosity and mental health suicide and alcohol and drug abuse in
in religion mental health and the latter the final chapter richard williams and
day saints judd selects twelve of those james faulconer suggest that we focus on
studies that evaluate latter day saints agency choices rather than cause and
their religiosity and their mental health effect deterministic analysis 281 302
all but two oftheodtheof the studies have been previ concluding that religiosity becomes a
ouslybously published more meaningful expression of individ-

ualthe articles inin this impressive collec-
tion

identity than the total of our past
provide a careful reviewreview of the lit-

erature
environments

erature and the authors employ sound bringing these studies together makes
research methods and data analysis not an important contribution to the study of
only were latter day saints studied but the influence of religion on the mental
also individuals from other religions as health of its practitioners the volume
well as those without religious affiliation will appeal to LDS scholars inin the behav-

ioralor inclination importantly sample pop-
ulations

sciencessciences religious leaders and LDS
ulat ions were often drawn from geo-
graphical

people who have struggled with one or
areas outside utah more of the issuesissues studied I1 agree with

significantly these studies revealed a judd who concludes that the research
number of interesting results depression evidence clearly indicates that latter day
isis not more prevalent for latter day saint saints who live their religion report better
women 33 46 LDS women who work mental health than those who are less
outside the home are able to reconcile committed to the faith ylliamxiiixm

their churchschurche emphasis on remaining at marvin E wiggins
home and their employment 771 and
they do not exhibit more guilt feel-

ings depression or self esteem problems
71 92 and neither geography nor con principles ofpriesthoodof priesthood leadership by

centrationcentration of latter day saint youth were stephen D nadauld bookcraft 1999
directly related to delinquency but peer
influences were and youth for whom the explosive growth of the LDS
religion was an important internal aspect church inin recent years poses the major
of their lives resisted peer pressures challenge to church leaders at all levels to
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